
GC3 Stakeholders – May 5, 2016 Return forms to john.humphries1664@gmail.com 

Facilitated Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker’s Name: __________________________ Phone: ___________________ 

Group Facilitator: ___________________________ Event Location: _________________ 

(Instructions: We are not asking for extensive notes.  Only the top priorities or key ideas that emerge 

from the conversation.  If there are significant ideas that don’t fit within these questions, you could write 
some additional notes on the back. PLEASE PRINT NEATLY! ) 
 
1. Are there additional technologies or measures we should consider? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

2. Which measures are particularly important for your community/region?  (Identify top 3 to 5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. We've noted the synergy between electric vehicles and carbon-free electricity.  Are there 
other synergies among the technologies/measures you identified as important? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4. As you consider the folks in the room this evening, what other constituencies do we need to 
involve in this dialogue if we're going to be successful in implementing climate protection 
strategies in your region?  (Identify top 3 to 5)  What could you do to help bring those 
voices into the room in July? 

 

 



GC3 May 5 Group Dialogue Notes 
Collated/edited responses from all sites for Question #1 
 
1. Additional technologies/measures: 

 
Passive buildings – natural light 
Evaporative cooling 
Composting/anaerobic sludge digestion 
Hybrid systems that use waste heat to heat buildings 
Better digital controls 
Updated building codes – fast turnaround allows new tech to be considered 
New Construction standards requiring energy efficiency 
HOV lanes 
Green roofs 
Social cost of carbon 
Smart buildings/smart grids 
Submetering 
Rooftop wind turbines 
Behavior change as a measure 
Greater emphasis on education as low-cost measure 
District heat loop that uses waste heat from existing facilities 
Forestry/Tree canopy and other environmental factors 
Grassland actually sequesters more carbon (net net) than forest. 
Hydrogen Fuel Cell vehicles (w solar?) 
Hydrogen production (w solar?) 
Nuclear hydrogen production 
Water-Energy nexus (e.g. water treatment; use of gray water, G.I.) 
New Construction – Dual power & water system 
Concentrated solar thermal w storage (salt) 
Peltier Junction-based technologies for heating/cooling & power generation  
Carbon sequestration & storage 
Telecommuting 
Carbon tax on non-power plant sources 
Reducing meat consumption as part of agriculture measure 
Move to a goal-based procurement process. 
Use ASHRAE (I think), the advanced energy design guide. 
Use sewage treatment plants as co-gen facilities. 
Develop more micro-hydropower 
Synergies between different technologies (“less bad” vs. “potential to be transformative”) 
 



GC3 May 5 – Bridgeport Notes 
 
1. Additional technologies/measures: 

 
More effective interior lighting – sunlight harvesting 
Evaporative cooling 
District heat loop that uses waste heat from existing facilities 

 
2. Measures particularly important to region 
 

Improved public transit 
District heating? 
Measures that involve local manufacturing/jobs 

 
3. Synergies 
 

Reduced parking lots (esp black asphalt) reduces urban heat island and need for air 
conditioning 

 
4. Other constituencies 
 

Health/public health professionals 
Municipal officials 
Business community 
Transit Authority 



GC3 May 5 – Hartford Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker Jeff Howard Stefanie Wnuck 

Q1 New Construction standards 
District heating 
Behavior change 
HOV lanes 
Green roofs 
Social cost of carbon 
Smart buildings/smart grids 
Rooftop wind turbines 

Completely renewable by 2030 
Requiring energy efficiency on new construction 
Behavior change as a measure 
Greater emphasis on education as low-cost measure 
Synergies between different technologies (“less bad” vs. 

“potential to be transformative”) 
 

Q2 Measures for apartment buildings 
Public education 
Community solar 
Mass transit 
EV expansion 
District heating/cooling 
Ending natural gas expansion 

Efficiency first, then renewables 
Education – important to have state requirement to 

incorporate climate change 
Fix HES income eligible barriers 

Q3 Distributed generation and resilience and national security 
DG and job creation 
DG and enhanced property values 
H2O electrolysis and fuel cells 
Solar and summer peak demand reduction 
Biofuels/waste heat/wave energy and smart buildings/grids 
 

High-density eco-districts 
 

Q4 Business & Industry 
Home builders 
Insurance industry 
Minorities 
Property managers 
Restauranteurs 
Transportation sector 
Investors 
Military 
Educators 
Agriculture 

People using public transit 
Students/youth 



State legislators 
Coastal property owners 
Commuters 
Religious leaders 

Other  Where does this process interface with values-based 
discussions? 

State responsibility to reach EJ communities 
Start presentation w basics of climate change to 

accommodate people new to this topic 
CT Green Bank should host “green concert” in Hartford 
No measurement of negative impacts in GC3 doc – only 

listing co-benefits produces a biased document (also 
no costs associated w benefits) 

 



                                                                                        Lower Connecticut River Valley Council of Governments 
                                                                                                      Margot Burns – Environmental Planner   5/6/16 

 

 
 

Governor’s Council on Climate Change (GC3) 
Stakeholder Engagement – Round 1 

May 5, 2016, Middlesex Community College 
Meeting Notes 

 
 
 
Consultant Question and Answer notes: 
 

1. Can emissions rise again in CT?  - Yes we need to keep track of the State’s economic 
development and how it affects future projections. 

 
2. Within the LEAP model can you separate building emissions/energy usage from transportation? 

– I think the answer was no. 
 

3. Does the model provide Geographic Information Systems (GIS) data?  - Yes, some. 
 

4. Does the model address other gases besides CO2?  Yes – some, methane being one. 
 

5. Does the model include toxic waste incinerators?   - It could if numbers were supplied within the 
model. 

 
6. How do you make sure urban areas benefit from the 20% goal?  - This is not within the scope of 

the analysis. 
 

7. Point of discussion – If the 20% goal is to be met huge transformation in energy usage will have 
to be taken. 

 
8. Can the model be tweaked?  -  Yes it can. 

 
9. Point of discussion – LEAP is an open source software. 

 
10. Is energy recovery and evaporative cooling applicable to the model?  - Yes they could be. 

 
11. When could implementation of the model begin? -  Later in the summer. 

 
12. Are behavioral changes included in the model?  - No but they could be. 

 
13. Can we reach the 20% goal before 2050? – There are many challenges to overcome. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 



                                                                                        Lower Connecticut River Valley Council of Governments 
                                                                                                      Margot Burns – Environmental Planner   5/6/16 

 

Facilitated Question Session: 
 
Additional Technologies? 
Which measure are particularly important for your community/region? 
If the systems change on the list what will the impacts be on economic growth? 
 
Do we know what the total real costs are associated with each form of energy? 
Should the emphasis be on individual vehicles vs. mass electric transportation? 
Do we include tree canopy and other environmental factors and externalities? 
Shared Solar? 
Natural gas questions – Is it a bridge to nowhere? 
 
 
Who else needs to be in the room? 
 
Commuters 
Public Health 
Agriculture 
Emergency Management 
Elected Officials 
Housing 
Bike Ped 
Land Use and Planning Commissions 
Journalists 
 
 
 
Program Evaluation note: 
 
Programs need to get to the substance of the presentation in a quicker fashion.. 
 
 
 



GC3 May 5 - NEW HAVEN Dialogue Notes 

Notetaker Kathy Fay Ceyda Durmaz Degan Chloe Starr (same grp as Ceyda) – 
just capturing additions 

Q1 Hydrogen Fuel Cell vehicles (w solar?) 
Hydrogen production (w solar?) 
Nuclear hydrogen production 
Solar Thermal 
Water-Energy nexus (e.g. water 

treatment; use of gray water, G.I.) 
New Construction – Dual power & 

water system 
Concentrated solar thermal w storage 

(salt) 
Peltier Junction-based technologies 

for heating/cooling & power 
generation 

Heat pumps 

Forestry 
Carbon sequestration & storage 
Communications 
Telecommuting 
Carbon tax on non-power plant 

sources 
Anaerobic digestion of sewage sludge 
Meat consumption as part of 

agriculture measure 
 

Evaporative cooling/energy recovery 
Composting 

Q2 1. Community solar & other shared 
renewables 

2. expanded access for low-
income/tenants (to renewables & 
efficiency) 

3. Remove regulations that inhibit use 
of green technologies 
(submetering/virtual net metering; 
no artificial limits on distributed 
generation capacity) 

4. complete streets & improved public 
transit 

5. Anti-congestion measures, incl. fees 
and smart tech 

Community-based accounting of 
reductions 

Mass transit 
Carbon tax 
Community renewables 
EVs; more charging stations 
Air pollution from electricity 

generation: location of source vs. 
where power consumed 

Energy subsidies for households 
Communications 
Plastic bag ban 
Recycling education for residents 
Pay-as-you-throw 

Bike lanes 
Pedestrian-only zones 
Local control over energy production 

(municipal utilities) 
Incentive programs for landlords re 

energy efficiency 
 

Q3 1. complete streets -> urban livability -
> easier to move around w/o car -> 
increased desirability of urban 
areas 

Increased parking fees & improved 
public transit 

Negative incentives also need to be 
evaluated (e.g. EVs reduce 

Pesticide tax & health improvement 
 



2. removing regulatory barriers to 
community renewables would 
increase adoption of electric-
powered green tech 

3. water-energy 

proceeds from gas tax that fund 
mass transit) 

Education re GHGs from meat 
production/consumption 

Q4 Low income communities (interact w 
Neighborhood Management 
Teams; use public libraries as site) 

Utilities & construction, esp. retrofits 
Legislators & experts 
 

School children/youth 
Republicans 
Climate refugees (e.g. IRIS) 
Local govt officials 
Faith groups 
Academics 
Low-income & minorities 

Minorities – Spanish translation? 
Consumer culture 

Other   Equity issues re: where emissions 
reductions happen in relation to 
communities most impacted 

 



GC3 May 5 – Norwalk Notes 
 
1. Additional technologies/measures: 

 
Passive buildings – natural light 
Evaporative cooling 
Submetering 
Composting/sludge digestion 
Hybrid systems that use waste heat to heat buildings 
Better digital controls 
Updated building codes – fast turnaround allows new tech to be considered 

 
2. Measures particularly important to region 
 

Upgrading public buildings => net-zero buildings 
Lead By Example at the local level 
Benchmarking buildings 

 
3. Synergies 
 
 
4. Other constituencies 
 

Lack of racial diversity 
Public officials 
Emergency Management 
Business community 
Utility company officials 



GC3 Stakeholders—May 5, 2016 

Facilitated Dialogue Notes 
 

Notetaker/Facilitator: Jeff Davis                       Event Location: Willimantic 
 

 

1.Additional Technologies or measures: 

 

-Dept. of Energy (DOE) has a Building Technologies Office where they have a database for prioritizing 

federal procurement dollars. 

 

-Move to a goal-based procurement process. 

 

-Use ASHRAE (I think), the advanced energy design guide. 

 

-Grassland actually sequesters more carbon (net net) than forest. 

 

-Use sewage treatment plants as co-gen facilities. 

 

-If possible, develop a more local/regional sensitive data capability. 

 

-Develop more micro-hydro. Make policy allow achieving goal. 

 

-Fully examine potential options for GC3 goals being enhanced by interstate cooperation. 

 

2. Measures most important for community/region. 

 

-Increase shared solar. 

 

-Photovoltaic/renewable installation supported by policy. 

 

-Support for municipal energy policy development/deployment. 

 

3.Other synergies. 

 

-use behavioral pricing, like carbon tax of TVM driven. 

 

-Aggressively identify co-gen opportunities. 

 

4.Other constituencies. 

 

-Ag and forestry. 

 

-Chambers of Commerce. 

 

-Town energy commissions. 

 

-Solar installers. 



 

Summary of discussion at Waterbury GC3 Stakeholders gathering 5/5/16 
 

Question 1: Measures 

 

Errors in GC3 model 

  ISONE is not taking all renewables into account until 2019 

  Impact of methane underestimated -- doesn't take new studies into account 

 

State must revisit all permits  on the basis that Business As Usual won't achieve 80x50 

reductions. 

  For example, the Oxford natural gas plant. 

 

Is the integrity of the model guaranteed? Can it be changed by political influence? Does it 

include population growth? Food consumption? 

 

Education for younger generation pivotal. Also for adults. 

 

More research into using biologically sourced methane and renewable electricity for fuel cells. 

 

 

Question 2: What's not included 

 

We can go faster than 80x50. The target should be 100% renewables by 2030. 

 

Power companies are blocking solar. Visiting the LOB is like a reunion of lobbyists. Spectre 

recruited politicians to support Kinder Morgan pipeline before public knew about it.  

Should draw utilities into the process 

 

Need distributed energy. Grid reform. 

 

Need just transition 

  Need a vision of the future 

  For example, in hearing on the Oxford plant people were afraid of freezing in the dark and 

pipefitters were hungry for jobs. 

 

Transparency and accountability essential. 

 

People are concerned about the cost and other problems if retrofitting is required. 

 

 

3. Synergies 

 

Could require new houses have solar heat and water. 



 

Landscaping -- laws encourage leaf blowers and lawnmowers. 

 

People should know that clean energy is a business opportunity. 

 

Building codes/ local regulations and the availability of renewables (ability for residents to 

install residential solar/ wind, etc.) 

  

State push toward renewables should be reflected in energy regulation (PURA) 

  

 

4. Who is not here 

 

Bring in young people. There is already activity in schools around solar. 

 

Childcare might help with attendance. 

 

Remote participation, eg by skype, might be good. 

 

Town participation would be good. 

 

Media coverage might be good. 

 

Promoting in the college might get some students 

 

Utilities – Eversource, UI, etc. 

  

 



GC3 Stakeholders—May 5, 2016 

Facilitated Dialogue Notes 

 

Notetaker/Facilitator: Mimi Cedrone 860-465-0258                       Event Location: Willimantic 

 

1. Are there additional technologies or measures we should consider? 

Not including enough methane in model, not capturing enough of the methane leakage. 

Consider halting natural gas expansion, consider offering heat pump split systems with 

incentives. 

2. Which measures are particularly important for your community/region? (Identify top 3 

to 5) 

Electric vehicles, very important where public transportation is lacking. 

Behavioral change and education very important, especially in institutional environment 

(college/university/K-12) because they typically do not have the money to invest in energy 

efficiency and a lot of savings can be achieved just through education and behavioral change. 

3. We’ve noted the synergy between electric vehicles and carbon-free electricity. Are 

there other synergies among the technologies/measures you identified as important? 

Consumption and agriculture—more emphasis on sustainable consumption, eating local and in 

season. Subsidies for factory farms hurting small farmers, can possibly be helped through 

grants for local farmers, tax breaks for agricultural use of land. 

4. As you consider the folks in the room this evening, what other constituencies do we 

need to involve in this dialogue if we’re going to be successful in implementing climate 

protection strategies in your region? (Identify top 3 to 5) What could you do to help bring 

those voices into the room in July? 

-People of color and minority communities: Can help bring them in by offering things like 

documents and presentations in other languages, ex. Spanish in Willimantic, and by nurturing 

and training leaders in minority communities. 

-Senior Centers: Can help bring them in by focusing on “healthy” buildings, their families want 

them to be in places where they are comfortable, green buildings focus on good air quality and 

health of occupants. 

-Real Estate: Can help bring them in by education on how to sell homes with sustainability and 

energy efficiency features as being more desirable, get people to think more about the efficiency 

of the home rather than just the aesthetics, how much you’ll have to pay to heat, cool and have 

electricity is a strong selling point if the house is more efficient. 

-Young people: Can help bring them in by incorporating the use of social media in CT 

greenhouse gas emission reduction goals and other associated initiatives and during events, 

maybe work with university professors who will offer extra credit to students who attend GC3 

events. 



May 5th GC3 Stakeholder Meeting – Submitted Questions 
 
LEAP details 

 Will the model be tweaked as new information becomes available? 

 Will the model incorporate GHG emissions which are brought in from other states(by 
prevailing winds) ? 

 What is the source of data on the emissions for 1990 through 2012? 

 What job opportunities may grow out of these transition, public & private sectors? 

 If I remember correctly, the model includes social benefits.   Does that include reduction in 
health impacts from improved air quality, which would go along with reduced greenhouse gas 
emissions? 

                                                                                         
                                                              to include in the CT model? 

 What are the assumptions being "dialed into" the LEAP model (a list) 

 How do we ensure that we do not leave all of the heavy lifting to the last few years? 

 Is methane from agriculture being included in the analysis, or only agricultural related vehicle 
emissions? 

 Does the LEAP model include energy needed for heat pumps and [not] only the energy saved 
by using a heat pump? 

 Does this emissions plan account for making contributions to reductions proportionate to 
historical rates of usage?  This is an equity issue as much as a technical one. 

 Does the model address GHGs other than CO2? 

 What GHGs are included in the model?  Are methane and NOx gases included - if so, how are 
they handled? 

 how well has the model worked in other states when being tested against past scenarios? 

 Will the CT model include an option for 100% reduction of emissions? 

 Are you modeling expansion of hydrogen fuel cell vehicles? 

 Why doesn't the model show any negative effects of a given direction (nuclear,  for example)? 
 
Policy Questions 

 Please explain more about how the model accounts for smart growth land use patterns' effect 
on transportation. 

 Please explain why there are limits to how big my home solar system can be. Why can't it be 
as big as my roof can hold? 

 Is the model ready to predict the effects of policy changes proposed in this year's budget, for 
example diverting RGGI funds from energy efficiency?  

 How/what can make all these planned proposals economic (inexpensive) enough to 
incentivize most entities to get on board with this beyond supply/demand ratios? 

 What are the key challenges preventing 80% reduction sooner than 2050? 

 Does GC3 support a carbon fee/dividend policy at a state level? 

 What is being done currently to encourage LEED certification for new construction? 

 why are the clean energy funds being raided? Big set back for GC3 goals. 



 Why is there no leadership by example with the energy retrofits of public buildings as 
mandated by federal standards? 

 Low energy prices are undercutting efficiency measures and renewable energy generation. Is 
anyone talking about taxing and putting a floor under energy prices? 

 
Natural Gas/Methane 

 Since 2011 and the appearance of  reports published by Robert Howarth, we have known that 
methane leaks have the potential, due to the fact that methane is 84 x more potent as a GHG 
in the short term, to push us over a image tipping point.  What on earth is the tech/ measure 
"switching to low carbon gas" doing in this model? 

 How do we address the climate change accelerated by methane from gas leaks and hydraulic 
fracturing (fracking) as we increase our use of natural gas in Connecticut? 

 Is the methane leakage during natural gas extraction included in LEAP model? 

 Will you be modeling how much use of natural gas is too much? 

 Is the methane leakage during natural gas extraction included in LEAP model? 

 Including new sources such and Bridgeport Gas Plant, Oxford Gas Plant and new pipelines? 

 Are you modeling any alternatives to natural gas expansion? 

 Since climate change is global, does the model incorporate methane leaks and other health 
and safety detriments from hydraulic fracturing and pipeline flaws from  the sources of gas 
used in Connecticut for electric generation and other industrial activities? 

 If we are trying to get down to 80%, why is CT trying to expand natural gas pipelines? 
 
Geographic Scale 

 Will LEAP interface with the Energy Star Portfolio Manager that towns are using? 

 Does NESCAUM include municipal data and train municipal staff? 
 
Life-Cycle Emissions 

 Does the model include emissions resulting from manufacture of the technologies? 
 
Other technologies/measures 

 Has the GC3 considered tropical reforestation as a carbon negative strategy? 

 Does the model consider the benefits from coupling low temperature district heating and 
waste heat from power plants? 

 Are you considering using Biodiesel blended with heating oil as an alternative energy source 
which would produce less Green house gases compared to natural gas? 

 
Other 

 On electric sector emissions why are residential, commercial and industrial emissions outside 
of that? 

 What role (s) do you envision automation/robots may have in cleanup of toxic waste 
dumps/brownsfields, etc? 

 What fraction of transportation GHGs are from commuting? 
 


